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1. Alternative Representation of CEOF mode 16

The components of a CEOF can be presented alternatively as real and imaginary parts7

separately (e.g. CEOF mode 1, Fig. 1). This representation is then comparable to the output8

of the regular, non-complex EOF analysis that is later used to investigate the relation of9

seasonal SSM patterns to climatic oscillations. Indeed, the imaginary parts of the (complex10

conjugate) CEOF modes are almost identical to the non-complex EOF modes. Moreover, as11

stated already in Rieser et al. (2010), the two parts of each mode are π
2
-phase-shifted, due12

to the introduction of the data’s Hilbert transform as imaginary part in the beginning. In13

Figure 1c, the quarter-cycle shift in the CPC time series is evident. The signs in the CPC14

graphs are connected to the signs in the CEOF maps, so that e.g. positive CEOF patterns15

are strongest when the corresponding CPC has maximum amplitude. Consequently, the16

CEOF analysis, as means of integrating two out-of-phase states to one single system, allows17

analyzing propagating patterns. The moving nature of the seasonal rainfall pattern can be18

envisaged from the sequence imaginary part - real part. Remarkably, the imaginary parts19

of the CEOF analysis match well with the output of a non-complex EOF analysis of the20

same data. When investigating the relationship of oceanic climate modes with SSM, static21

components like the imaginary parts are of interest. Therefore, imaginary parts of the CPCs22

are examined by the study’s correlation analyses.23
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List of Figures29

1 First CEOF mode - alternative presentation as a) real part of CEOF, b)30

imaginary part CEOF and c) real and imaginary CPC time series. 431
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Fig. 1. First CEOF mode - alternative presentation as a) real part of CEOF, b) imaginary
part CEOF and c) real and imaginary CPC time series.
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